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Dunn proclaims smoke-free day
MJa Walters
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In preparation for the day, one of the YNL
groups will sponsor an •adopt-a-smoker' program
starting one week before Nov. 19.
"A nonsmoker will adopt someone who uses
The Murray State campus will now be a health·
ier place to live, work and study, }ody Cofer saidtobacco and good humoredly and gently encourage them to quit for the day," Lyle said.
at least for one day.
Cofer said this smoke-free day is the next step
University President Randy Dunn signed a
in the dialogue of Murray State becoming com·
proclamation Tuesday in support of the American
Cancer Society's Great American Smoke-Out,
pletely smoke·free.
designating Nov. 19 as Murray State's first ever
More than 365 colleges around the country are
smoke-free with no excepsmoke-free day on camtions, according to the
pus.
"We're not going to
American Nonsmokers'
Rights Foundation.
call out the cigarette
University of Ken·
police that day or anyEvery
percent
tucky, University of
thing," Dunn said. "It is
an effort to call campus
Louisville,
Bellarmine
Five times a week 1J percent
University and Austin
attention to the dangers
Once • month 3.0 percent
Peay University are
of smoking and try to
support folks who do
smoke-free campuses in
Six
year 6.0
smoke in giving them
the area.
Once ayear 6.8 percent
"I am very realistic
help."
about where we are locat·
Three students workNever 63.9 percent
ed- we are in the middle
ing on a project in their
of farming country, but
youth and nonprofit
this is a place for our stu·
leadership class sought
Dunn's support for this
dents to mature into who
they are going to be, and
proclamation.
" It means a great deal to have his support; it's
smoking is a hindrance," Cofer said. "At the end
wind behind the sail," Cofer. program specialist
of the day, we are part of something bigger. U of
for undergraduate research and student in the
K and U of L might be situated in metropolitan
areas, but they're part of this state too."
YNL class, said.
Cofer, along with Hannah Durbin, junior from
The last policy change at Murray State related
to smoking came 10 years ago when it was banned
Bardstown, Ky .. and Amanda Carrico, senior from
Pewee Valley. Ky., paired with Health Services on
in residential coUeges.
this project. A second YNL student group is also
Dunn said the smoke-free day will not only proworking on this project.
mote healthy behavior, but also encourage cost
The Honors Program Student Council has supbenefits to the University through lessened insur·
ported the group. Cofer said his group also plans
ance claims.
to approach SGA, as well as several other campus
"One of the things that we've added (to the
organizations, for additional support.
employee health insurance plan) for this next
year is to provide some support for smoking ces·
"Obviously it's a no-braincr to support something like this just given the detriment that smoksation that we haven't done in the past," Dunn
said. "Beyond just trying to promote something
ing causes to overall general health," Dunn said.
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff nurse at
that is good, it impacts the bottom line of the Uni·
Health Services, has worked with YNL classes for
versity as far as health insurance costs, as well as
probably lost productivity when people have to
20 years and is mentoring the groups.
One group has focused more on the policy
go outside and smoke."
The proclamation signing coincided with Kenbehind the smoke-out, .a nd the other has focused
on activities associated with it, Lyle said.
tucky Gov. Steve Beshears announcement that
the commonwealth will join the National Alliance
"We understand that the quickest way to turn
for Tobacco Cessation. This program, according
off a smoker is yelling, 'You shouldn't do this,'" he
to a press release, will help 807.000 Kentuckians
said. "We just want to present this opportunity to
quit."
quit smoking.
Contact 'Walters at mia.walters@murraystate.
Lyle said information tables and quit·kits will
be available Nov. 19 in the Curris Center.
cdu.
Editor-in·Chief
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Groups compete for petition signatures
Laura Cash
News Editor
Alcohol sales in Murray has been hot
on the minds of many students and residents, but it may not be an option if a
new petition. "Keep It Out of Murray,"
obtains ~ufficicnt signatures for vote.
Greg Taylor, chairman of"Keep It Out
of Murray," said he started the campaign
in opposition to the "Keep It Local" petition. He said his motivation for this peti·
tion was crime rates in Murray.
··we want to .k eep our crime down and
alcohol plays a role," Taylor said.
Taylor said the petition is based on
alcohol statistics generated since 2000,
when Murray passed the current alcohol
ordinance allowing alcoholic drinks to be
sold at restaurants Monday- Saturday.
According to kecpitoutofmurray.com,
the number of deaths attributed to drunk
driving has more than doubled ln the last
five years. The Web site also stated the
county has seen a 34 percent increase in
alcohol-related arrests in those same five
years.
Matt Mattingly, director of administration .for Murray, said the numbers have
not dramatically increased since the
2000 ordinance to aUow alcohol sales in
restaurants.
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T·storms

times a

Kentucky Gov. Steve Reshear
appointed Stephen Williams to
the Murray State Board of Regent:;
Friday. Williams fills the vacant
seat left by Jeff Taylor's August
resignation.
Williams, a
1971
Murray
State graduate
and Livingston,
Ky., native, is
president and
CEO of Norton
Healthcare in
Stephen Louisville, Ky.
Norton is KenWjlJiams tucky's
largest
Murray State healthcare sysRegent
tem.
• As an alum of
Murray State, he knows the insti·
tution and has great affection for
it, and being a West Kentucky
native be also understands the
needs of the region," Dunn said.
"When you combine that with his
national leadership, running one
of the nations top healthcare corporations, I think it just portends
great things from his service as a
regent for us."
Williams has served on the
board of trustees of the American
Hospital Association, the Ken·
tucky Hospital Association and
held leadership positions in various other medical and civic organizations.
"It is certainly an honor and a
privilege to be nominated by GoY.
Steve Beshear to the Murray State
University Board of Regents,"
Williams said. "Hopefully I can
bring value to the board. and I
look forward to working with Dr.
Dunn and others. It is amazing
• that it has been 41 years since I
was in Murray as a freshman, and
1 am eager to learn more about all
the programs and activities on
campus and what Murray State
has planned for the future."
A special session of the Board of
Regents will be scheduled to
swear Williams into office and
reorganize the board.
This reorganizat ion, required
by Kentucky law in the case of the
swearing in of a gubernatorially
appointed regent, will include a
vote for vice chair and secretary,
and the reappointment of the trea·
surer.
The chair, Alan Stout, will
remain in office.
Dec. 4 is Williams' first regular
Board of Regents meeting. His
term expires June 30, 2012.
Contact
Walters
at
mia. waltcrs@murraystate.cdu.
Chr~s Phslhps/The News

Murray's Akehol• Groups
KeeP I OUt of Murray
Goll: Elhllnllt.U ..... Slits In Murray
Websltt:~.am

Mattingly also said city funds from current alcohol sold in restaurants is
.$130,000 per year.
Petitions must obtain 1.563 signatures
to get their proposed issue on a ballot.
This totals 25 percent of the voting population in the last general election. Only
one vote can be on the ballot, Taylor
said, thus it is a race for the petitions to
collect enough legal signatures and turn
them in before the other.
"If the vote is "yes,' alcohol sales will
remain as they are in Murray," keepitoutofmurray.com stated. "If the vote is no,

then alcohol sales in Murray will cease
60 days after the election is certified."
The deadline for "Keep lt Out of Murray's" petition is Jan. 5, 2010. 90 days
before the election date established by
the "Keep It Local" campaign.
"If enough people sign the 'Keep It Out
of Murray' petition, the package liquor
petition is dead a nd cannot come to a
vote," keepitoutofmurray.com stated.
Meredith Perkins, junior from Hopkinsville, Ky.. said she disagreed with the
safety issues raised by the "KeepIt Out of
Murray" petition.
"My main issue is that (petitioners) are

"'•

concerned about drunk-driving deaths,
but no one talks about the health concerns of tobacco, which is a major cash
crop in this area." she said.
She aLc;o she believes alcohol consumption is a personal choice and that packed
alcohol sales could boost the local economy.
"I think people have the right to drink,''
Perkins s:Ud. "l thi¥ (Murray) should go
wet for the revenue from (the sales)."
The last petition for "Keep It Local"
circulated through Murray needed 1,422
signatures to vote on ~llowing packaged
liquor sales in the city.
The petition collected 1,570 signatures,
but 634 of those signatures were dedared
invalid by the county clerk. Thus, only
935 of the signatures on the first petition
for "Keep It Local" were valid.
If the vote to keep packed liquor out of
Murray passes, then Murray residents
will have to wait three years for another
wet/dry vote, Taylor said.
"Keep It Out of Murray" will have a
rally at 6 p.m. Nov. 7 at the American
Legion Hall, Taylor said.
For more information or to participate
in one of the petitions. vjsit keepitoutofmurray.com or keepitlooalmurray.com.
Contact Cash at laura.'Cash@
murraystate.edu.
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Opbdon Editor. Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

Takin' it to the streets

Our view

Bike share
program: We
don't trust us
The staff editorial is the majority

opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
We've heard for nearly a year
this day might come. Some people
scoffed, some were baffled and
some questioned the logic.
Wednesday, though, one thing
sparked the curiosity of most people on Murray State's campus:
bright yellow bicycles.
Murray State's bike share program, spearheaded by the Bike
Share Committee, debuted this
week. Much of the buzz surrounding it has been positive, but several gaping holes in the program
could cause it to crumble.
The program allows Murray
State students to borrow a bike to
ride to their on-campus destinations. It is free of charge to the
University
community
and
involves little more than personal
responsibility.
While the notion of the program
functioning on an honor system is
incredibly noble, it is also very
flawed.
A fly in the ointment is the nonexistent record of the bikes' riders. Sure, the bikes are specifically for Murray State, but what is to ·
stop someone from the community wandering onto cameus and
. riding a bike? It may not seem like
a big deal, but no one knows
exactly who is riding those bikes.
One can liken it to posting a
comment in an online forum.
Accountability is needed, but how
can it be administered to individuals hiding behind a cloak of
anonymity?
The main argument is rule
enforcement. It should be easy to
catch a bright yellow bike being
ridden off campus, but what about
when damages occur? If the riders
are ~nonymous, how do we know
who is responsible?
Regardless of responsibility,
Student Affairs foots the bill and
pays for repairs and replacement
bikes. It doesn't seem justified for
someone other than that particular careless biker to pay for any
damages accrued.
Going a step fur ther, what if a
. bike is stolen? College students 1
take any opportunity to personalize their belongings, so will every
spray-painted bike ridden on campus be stopped and examined?
To clarify, the only criticism is
directed at the program's planning
and not the program itself. Students are been eager to grab a bike
to try it out and many have used
them to leisurely cruise around
campus with friends. Given the
campus enthusiasm, the program
has deflnite positive potential.
The program is only three days
old and the sense of community it
has created is evident. The bicycles' carefree distraction from rigorous schoolwork has obviously
been appreciated.
The News commends the Bike
Share Committee for its intuitiveness and originality but asks it to
nne tune the rules of1ts program.
We know that college students
love nothing more than a bargain especially if the object in question
is free. With the number of bicycle thefts this year alone, one can
never be too cautious.
The News encourages the student body to embrace and respect
this ambitious program and make
it a success.
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Campus voice

Student asks, why all the hostility toward a new library?
With the
news Murray State
plans
to
build a new
library. I
bc~1n
to
get excited.
Fp r the
--"""""'~ last week. it
Drew Hursey seemed I
asked every
Senior from
person
I
O'f"allon, nt.
if
know
they
had
seen the preliminary sketch of
what our library will look like.
Much to my dismay, though, no
one seemed to have the same
amount of enthusiasm toward a
new library as I do.
Most people reacted the same
way: they initially saw the drawing of the library and thought it
looked awesome.
Since the majority of readers
look at the pictures in the paper
first and then the ~aptian under·
neath before actually reading the
article, they noticed the hefty
price tag attached with it.
A few people saw the $58 mil·
lion price and automatically
thought it was a bad idea. Those

I

still interested in the library hung
on for a little bit longer - until
they saw the time frame of U
years to raise the money and build
the library.
Immediately, it seemed everyone I talked to thought it was a
' o~d idea to build a new library. I,
on the other hand. still think this
will be great for Murray State.
College students (who will
probably disabrree with me on
this) are selfish. Since I have been
in college, I have heard two questions that reveal the selflShness of
college students.
The first question is, "Will I
have to pay more money for this?"
The people who objected to the
price of the library underneath
the picture fall into this category.
I know every single person at
Murray State has asked this question at some time or another.
No one even knows how Murray is going to raise the money,
but these people are afraid of the
price impa~ting their bank bal·
ance.
The second question is, "How
much will I get out of this?" The
rest of the people who think
building a new library is a bad
idea probably think it has some-

thing to do with the U-year plan.
Basically, they don't care what
happens because they won't be
here to reap the benefits of it.
For some reason, though I'm
selfish just like every other col·
lege student, I fell into the third
category of people: library enthu"' siasts.
These are the people who leave
their dorm room or apartment
and come up to the library just
because they like being there, the
people who have to read five
pages for English 101 and are at
the library for three hours.
These are the people whose
faces you see poking above computer screens and around book
cases at any time of day. We love
the library.
My favorite place on campus is
the leather chairs at old Pogue
Library, whether I'm actually
reading or just hanging out.
When l go to a library, I auto·
matically feel like I'm being a pro·
ductive student: it makes me a
better learner.
For those who feel the same
way I do, I ask you to show your
support, regardless if you will be a
student or not (which I hope none
of you will be 12 years from now).

lha~ do you·think ••.
Will you celebrate Halloween this year?
'

ews
'Fhe M.ur"i·a.y

junior

''Yes. I'm going to carve pumpkins
with my boyfriend, then go to a
block party with my friends."
Catherine Presson • Charleston. Mo.
senior

"Yes, I get to take off my ·socially
acceptable' mask and exist for one
day as I truly see myself."
Clint Cornelison • Murray
junior

lordie Oetken/The News
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The News Editorial Board

"No, because I'm too old to go trick·
or·treating and people look at me
funny when I dress up as an Indian!"
Deidra Murdock · Valdosta, Ga.

s~

For those who fall into the f1rst
two categories, go enjoy the
library sometime. It might change
your attitude - and your grades.

Mia Walters
Editor·in·Chief • 809·6877
laura cash
News Editor • 809·4468
Jodi Keen
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Charlotte Kyle
features Editor • 809·5871
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor • 809·4481
Display Advertislno Sales • 809-4418

Elijah Philligs
Online Editor • 8 9·5877
John VaUCJht
Chief Copy Editor • 809·5876
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe HedQes
Adviser • 809·2998
David Szemeredy, Production Manaoer • 809·5874

Write to usl
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the ed1tor. Letters should bt 300 words or less.Contributors should
lm:lude phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the Uni·
versity Commentaries sl\oulll be limt!ell to 600 words. The News reserves t11e rlqht to edit for style.lenoth and content. No anonymous contributions wtll be accepted. All contnbutions $hould be turned In IIY noon on TueSday ol each
week via e-man or thenl'ws.orq.
The News strives to be the Universtty community"s source for information. Our ooal is to present thattnformallon 10
a fa1r and unbiased manner and provide a free and open forum for upression and debate.
The News is a desiQnated public forum. Student editors have authonty to make all content decisions without cen·
sorship or advance approval. The paper offers ahands·on learmng env~ronment for students interested In journalism.
The campus press should be tree from censorship and adVance aiJI)foval of copy and Its editors should develop thelf
edttorial and new$ policies.
The News is prepared and edited by students and IS an offiCial publttation ol Murray Stale University The f~rst copy
IS free. Addtllonal .copies are available for 25 cents at mWilson Hall.

rrom the front
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tc courtesy of disnt'ysoc•ety.com; weather qraphiCs by Kristen ltltller/The News; weather information courtesy of weath·
er.com.
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Weather causes winter worries to return
What events are more
spine-chilling than Halloween? What is more disturbing than having to
hang out with a slutty
scarecrow, a hot nurse
nnd Michael Jackson all in
the same night?
It is the power suddenly
blinking in your house and
_ _._......_. the heat going off. For a
Meredith
moment, it is just like last
Freeland
year. My friends, the idea
that another ice storm is
Sophomore from
coming - that is very
Murray
scary.
I hate winter. I hate
snow, ice, being cold, wearing wool coats and
everything else about surviving winter. So when
I think about suffering through another month
with no heat, light or real food, it makes my skin
crawl.
The idea of having a snow day used to be the
most enticing part of the winter season. During
the Ice Apocalypse of January 2009, however,
my astronomy lecture hall and two-hour lab
soundt•u fun. Waking up to a world wrapped in
sheet$ of icc, downed power lines and a lack of
cell phone reception was an out-of-body experience.
At first , it seemed like it would melt after a
couple of days and things would return to normal. Then, more storms came. The damage
worsened and people were exhausted.
This year there is more than just the threat of
another ice storm. The HlNI virus is everywhere, and pt•ople arc exercising caution. If
'"re~n1lar" influenza wasn't bad enough. the IDNI

virus makes everything worse. Everyone is
afraid or getting both the new virus and its vaccine. I've never had a flu shot, and I've never had
the flu. With lingers crossed, I'm hoping that
doesn't change this year.
Old memories return when winter approaches. 1 remember Christmas 1996 at my grandmother's house. waking up to blankets of snow
covering the yard. Everything was glistening
white. The cars were buried outside, and my
whole family had to stay inside for three days
waiting for the snow to melt.
For the longest time, the memory of Christmas break "96 was miserable, but the ice storm
l>Ut things into perspective. Nothing was worse
than that.
Arc we prepared? We had no clue last year.
We drove hundreds of miles to find generators,
hotel rooms and anywhere with beat and light
We worried for our family and friends who
could not be reached by cell phone or the Internet. Gas prices went up and a small generator
could cost $1,000 - we really had no idea.
When the president declares western Kentucky a "dis;tster." what do you do?
I hope Murray State and the surrounding
areas have kept that memory fresh. It should be
on all our minds.
The only way we can combat another ice
storm is through preparation. Was last year a
fluke? It is hard to Imagine having to go through
·the debacle again, but if we have learned, it will
be easier a second time.
For now, the biggest challenge is making it
through this Halloween weekend. babysitting
the inebriated Queen of Hearts and trying to finish the semester with no snow. no swine flu and,
most certainly, no icc. ·

By the numbers

I could probably name his sources
for all this (he didn't bother), but suf·
fice it to say the only people arguing
these things anymore in no way represent the majority of modem scholar·
ship and are in fact considered
extreme and seldom taken seriously.
And these are the "less arguable facts"?
By the way. the claim that "Jesus is
the only way to God and to heaven" is
not merely that of the prionuthor, but
of the text itself (John 14:6).
Kyle Whitaker,
Murray

The Oct. 23 lcuer "Bible article misguided,Ma resport~e to the prior piece
''Bible good for the soul," is ironically
itself so mis~'l.lidcd, it's pitiable. To
anyone eVl'n vaguely familiar with
New Testament textual criticism, the
author's claims arc not new, much less
any cause for alarm. Given that most
casual readers ol The News arc prubably nut informed on these issues, however, a brief critique is in order.
The author tnkes issue with the 99.5
percent accuracy of •the Nl' posited in
the first article. citing "numerous
irreconcilable contradictions" in the
NT. This completely misses the point.
The percentage (wcll·anested in mod·
em scholarship) is related to the accuracy of modern translations in representing the autographa (the o riginal
text), and takes into account the number of manuscript copies we have. Possible contradictior~ within those copies
is a completely separate issue.
Regarding these, the author is content (as is common) to merely refer to
their existence without giving examples. This is underst:mdable, however,
given the notoriously uifticult case lo
make. It's al~o irrelevant. ~ince it's an
objection to I he dot·trine of inerrancy
rather than to the reli;lbility of the text.
The letter's writer also questions the
authurship of the Gospels and even of
some of Paul's epistles, as well as their
dates ol composition and the eyewitness status of some. He also refers to
non-canonical "gospels" and says Paul
".n ever met jesus."

MUrraY 101
• ·

l

U.S. politics skewe d,
incapable of equality
More than 30 years ago. I heard the
now late Rev. E .C. Hill state, "I do not
trust the left wing or the right wing
because they arc both flapping off the
same bird. and it is a bird of destruction." Former U.S. President Ronald
Reagan stated clearly, ~Government is
not the solution. Government is the
problem."
Daily we watch our government
continue to deteriorate into utter
chaos like a group of leeches fighting
to see who gets to suck the last drop of
blood out of the American taxpayl·r.
The actions of our government are
quickly heading in tho direction of
socialism. The promise of sodalism
has always been equality through
redistribution of wealth and govern·
ment control and the distribution of all
resources and services.
The historical result of socialism
has always been a rich government
and a poor population of citizens. This

I don't get the hype
about
Halloween;
never have. I'm
already have a sour
attitude about summer being over, so
I'm in no mood to
deal with kids hassling me for candy
and strangers acting
Jodi Keen like it's suddenly
Opinion Editor okay to invade my
personal space, just
because they're celebrating.
Please note, this comes from someone
who has never participated in either
trick-or-treating as a kid or wild Halloween costume parties as an adult. None
of this is to condemn what I have not
done, because that argument would be
quite futile. Rather, I'd like to share my
won observations simply for the sake of
discussion.
Because I never went through the
motions of celebrating Halloween. I genuinely don't even know how, as we age,
we go from innocent trick-or-treating to
dressing up in provocative costumes,
vandalizing other people's possessions
and getting drunk. Instead of a candyinduced belly ache the next morning, celebrants are greeted by one wicked hangover and maybe even an intoxicated
stranger lying next to them.
I'm most perplexed about how our Hal·
loween celebrations evolve over time. In
grade school. festivitie:. are kept pretty
innocent with homeroom cookie parties
and trick-or-treating with the neighbors.
Somewhere between losing baby teeth
and getting a driver's license, puberty
strikes and completely changes the way
we view Halloween. Seriously, we go
from cute little witch costumes to slutty
maid get-ups? How does this happen?!
Even worse. originality often goes right
out the window. What once was reward·
ed with a "best costume" trophy at your
homeroom party is now a casualty, of a
society that just wants to skip the pr~pa•ration and go straight to the drint<ir\g.J
Remember the kid who arrived :i n the
best John Lennon costume at your fifth
grade Halloween party? He's now the
"Female Body Inspector" tossing his
cookies in the bush next to your house.
And the girl who raided her mom's
wardrobe ror vintage platform shoes,
beaded necklaces and a fringed vest to
make the perfect hippie? Let's just say
heart patients would have an attack all
over again if their actual nurse wore a
bustier, fishnet stockings and an exposed
garter belt like she is now.
Like I said, originality seems to hit the
bricks as we get older and is replaced by
cheap. runner-up costumes, which is
truly a shame. It doesn't take much to get
a great costume together, just a fine idea
and a willing panicipant.
This is not to say adults cannot come
up with truly creative costumes. Do you
remember the 2001 Halloween episode of
'"Friends"? Monica and Chandler host a
party whose guests include Catwoman,
Supergirl and a potato-antennae combination named "Spud-nik." Then there's
Ross' new girlfriend Mona, who spoils

No
(80%)*

Yes
(20%)*

• All result$ as of noon Thursday;
from thenews.org.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Bible response letter is
itself unreasonable

Bridging the gap between
Halloweens young and old

January's ice storm proved to be a
bigger problem than anyone in
western Kentuc;lcy had anticipated.
Thousands of residents had to
endure frigid temperatures, downed
power lines, damage to their homes,
dwindling food and resources and
no electricicy or water for weeks or
even months.
The New~ online poll questioned
whether or not the University was
prepared to handle inclement
weather. The results suggest an
uneasy sentiment in the
University community:

common!)' occurs through heavy taxa·
tion with the idea the government will
then redistribute the wealth through
government·run programs. Since the
money ft.rst goes to the government,
however, that is where most of it stays.
The members of government take care
of themselves first. The rest of us get
token leftovers.
Two primary examples of this type
of governing are social security and
healthcarc. 1 do not believe Congress
is truly C\lOcemed with either program
because nclther will personally affect
it. When members of Congress retire,
they do not have to worry about Social
Security because they will continue to
receive their present salary at taxpayer's expense the rest of their lives.
No matter what the fmal healthcare
package looks like, it won"t affect
members of Congress, because they
have a "gold·plated" healthcare plan in
place for themselves. also at the taxpayers' expense.
1 do not know how many taxes, reg·
ulations and programs our govern·
me.nt has put in place for American citizens while exempting itself from
thl·m. I am sure if we knew the com·
plcte list. we would all be appalled.
While 1 highly respect our American Constitution, I think there needs
to be one change. There should be a
provision in the Con.~titution stating
nwmbers of the government must be
subject ro all taxes, laws, regulations
and programs as regular citizens.
Then. and only then. could we r:ttionally talk about some t}'pe of equality.
Stel'e Casey,
Stonewall. La.

Chars to ... people
taking their health
seriously for the ftrst
time in years. HlNl
outbreak scare or not,
good for you!

/e«s to ... Universi·
ty restroom s inks

for not offeriag hot

~

water. In the season
of HlNl. give us hot
water or death!

cheers~
&

a-n to
-it being
the lull

between

•

midterms
~ and ftDa1 eDIDI. Now
JVV1" if only we could skip
those pesky IS-page papers ...

Jeers
to - compa- ~
nies like Jansport
for

not

;maki,.g

~acb

like tlley
used to. Sad sigh.

ClaeeB to - faU for
finally breaking out
its bursts of color. We
were starting to think
we'd only get rain.

Jeers to ... drivers for ~
spJasblq

pedestrian~

on Olive Boulevard.
Wanna see World
War Dl? Do it again.

by Carl Buchanan
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Well how do you dress
Who said anything about
up as that?
dressing up?

1

1

Adumb, drunk

~c · )

I

Check it! The News online opinion selection:
• Thenews.oro: Comment on an article from today•s newspajM.!r, take the online poll and preview next week'sissue of The News.

• The lllrd
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Qpote of tbe week: "I'll be-t living in a
nudist colony takes all tllo fun out of
Halloween."
- Charles Swartz
Song oftbe week "Changes"

-Tahiti 80

yM

• Web exclusive! See Mic~ie Ewer's ice storm comic before anyone else!

rr¥

everything by coming as "the slutty
nurse," as Joey calls her. Didn't she know
this wasn't your typical Halloween party
when unoriginal outfits were banned?
Even Joey dressed as Chandler in an
argyle sweater vest!
Believe it or not, originality can show
up in Murray, too. For Halloween 2005,
one friend of mine decided to put a
humorous spin on then-Murray State
President King Alexander's announced
departure for the presidency of California State University Long Heach. My
friend attended a Halloween party with a
giant crown atop his head, a sports coat
around his shoulders and an "I heart
Murray State" T -shirt with "Murray
State" crossed out and "Cal State" written over it in permanent marker. Originality, alive and well.
1 guess the appeal is like that of worldwide Carnival celebrations - dressing up
and acting like a buffoon because you
can. Everyone needs to destress at some
point, and if Halloween supplies the
excuse, go for it. If you're going to celebrate, though, at least do it with a little
flair! Channel an easy-bake oven, a UFO,
The Rock Obama or Wilma Flintstone,
and have one rocking, yabba-dabba-do
time.

<

Contact
Keen
murraystate.edu.

at

jodi.keen@

'
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University invests in fuel alternatives :
Casey Thornton
Staff writer
University faculty and alumni are aiding in
the advancement of biomass as an alternative
fuel.
Biomass consists of unused crops or waste
from living organisms used to produce energy.
Tony Brannon, dean of the School of :Agriculture, said.
Biomass is a renewable resource the Regional Strategy for Biobased Products in the Mississippi Delta hopes will provide for future
local energy source needs.
The Regional Strategy for Biobased Products
in the Mississippi Delta program is in its final
stages with Brannon and Loretta Daniel. assistant director of the Regional Business and
Innovation Center.
The Regional Strategy for Biobased Products
in the Mississippi Dclw is com:dinating in Ken·
tucky mainly through Murray Stale's help,
Murray State's agriculture Wch site stated.
Participating sponsors are MSU School of
Agriculture. MSU College of Business and Public Affairs, MSU Regional Business and Innovation Center, MSU Regional Stewardship, Pur·
chase Area Development District and the Kentucky Agrieultural Development Fund from
Calloway, Carlisle, Ballard and Graves County,
Brannon said.
A group of regional leadership organizations
have established a comprehensive plan for
improvjng the bio-economy in 98 counties
along the Mississippi River in Arkansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri and Tennessee.

murraystate.cdu/agr stated.
Hilary Spain, a Murray Stare graduate from
Hopkinsville, Ky., works for AgBioworks in
Memphis, Tenn., and contacted the eight Ken·
tucky counties along the Mississippi about the
study, Brannon said.
"Biomass is going to be very important in the
future of energy generation in our country,"
Brannon said.
It is estimated biomass production will generate nearly $1.7 billion of revenue annually,
'
Brannon said.
"The growth of biomass will also benefit
farmers, who will sec a higher income for alternative crops and a boosted yield in other crops
on rotation at the farms." Brannon said.
Murray State's agricultural department got
involved with the program and began working
with biomass in March 2009. Brannon said.
The Midsouth has an abundance of biomass,
a highly flexible resource, Brannon said.
''The biomass project is quickly moving from
the planning stage to the implementation
stage," Brannon said.
An executive task force on biomass and bio·
fuels will finalize the recommendations for leg·
islative action on Nov. 4, according to Kentucky Gov. Steve Bcshcar's executive task force
work plan.
The fmdings and recommendations of the
Regional Strategy for Biobased Products will
be presented to Bcshear on Nov. 30, according
to the plan.
The first recommended step is building a
local supply chain with products the land produces locally. Brannon said.

-~ ·
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Chns Phillips/The NPws

Step two of the recommendations is attracting h:chnology to make advanced pruducts in
the future, Brannon said.
"We will l'ventually run out of petroleum
and we need a rcpbccmcnt. Biomass can help

1

meet that potential and our geographic area
allows us to grow pl;mts extr<.>mely well," Bran·
non said.
Contact Thornton nt casey,thornton@
murraystatc.c:du.

Community promotes environmental sustainability .
Stephanie Steele
Staff writer
Murray State turned a deeper
shade of green during the 2nd annual Sustainability Conference.
The conference, held Wednesday
in the Curris Center Rocking Chair
Lounge, focused on ceo-friendly top·
ics and sustainability methods
throughout campus, the community
and the nation.
Displays from businesses, student
research, Murray Environmental
Student Society and the University's
Dining Services rev~:alcd local sustainability efforts.
from
St.
Mollv Runyon, senior
t"" •
~~
i
t'1

•

1

I

I

I

)ames, Mo., said Wal·mart, among
other businesses, has partnercJ with
student-led MESS to help facilitate
the sustainability movement in the
community.
By reducing the amount of product packaging and encouraging
employees to adopt a personal sus·
tainability plan, Wal-mart is taking
steps toward sustainability as a corporation and :1 local business, Runyon said.
Since Wal-mart is a large corporation, Runyon said they could easily
influence other businesses to foiJow
suit and join the "go ~reen" movement.
MESS President John Walker,

I

senior from Nicholasville, Ky., said
he believes Murray State has done an
exceptional job "going green"
despite many limitations.
Walker said the University is
small :tnd could be considered isolal·
ed since sustninability movements
usuaiJy exist in heavily populated
urban areas.
Walker said Murray's sustainability movement is profound for its size
and capacity.
"We are light-years ahead of ncar·
ly all Kentucky schools," Walker
said. ~There arc huge schools that
don't even do some of the things we
do."
Although the University has taken .

several progressive steps to ensure
sustainability, even more steps need
to be taken, Walker said.
Howard Whiteman. p rofessor of
science, engineering and tcl·hnology,
said he agrees the University should
take more steps.
lie said he and sever<~! others
throughout the University are working to implement a sustainability
minor as an option for students.
Three core classes will be
involved in the minor.
These include a biology course
about saving Earth. a philosophy
course called environmental ethics
and a literature and the environment
course, Whiteman said.

~

Whiteman said he is submitting
the paperwork thic; week and will go
before the .tcadcmic counsel, who
will decide whether to establish the
minor.
~
He said he is optimistic it will go.
thruugh and students will be <lble to~
enroll in lhe minor in spring 2010.
Runyon s~tid the minor will be
interdisciplinary because sustain· ,.
ability affl•cts nil majors in some ~
way.
The minor will require 21 credit
hl)Urs including the three cort• class· 1•
es mentioned above and ell•ctives ,
from several fields of study.
·
Contact Steele at ..;tephan ic.
stccle@murrayst;~tc.cdu.
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AT n tU RRAY

Stylish Living at
Affordable
Prices

SAT, O c T

31

BORDERIOWN

PRIZES &
THuR, Nov 5
GIVE AWAYS
TOMMY AKERs BAND
SATURDAY NIGHT!

BIGAPPI..EMURRAY.COM

•

*New Tanning Dome
*Swimming Pool
*All inclusive rent to
include Internet, Cable
and Electric Allowance

*New Fitness Center
*Tennis Court
*Private Bathrooms
*Washer & Dryer

~Friendly Staff .
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NOW LEASING FOR FALL 201 0!
1700 Lowe's Drive, Murray, KY 42071
www.rnyownapartment.com
270-759-3003
(for Leasing info, text "CHASE" to 47 461
(Standard Rates Apply)
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Students take advantage of free bicycles
Casey Thornton
Staff writer
Dunker was in attendance Wednesday as a
number of Racer bicycle riders rode yellow bicycles across campus to announce the launch of the
Racer Bike Share Program.
The program launched at the Sust:1inability
Conference Wednesday, Taylor March, junior
from St. Louis, Mo,. and head of the r\ltcrnative
Transportation Committee, said.
Student Government Association, Black Student Council, International Student Organization, Student Athletics Board, Residential College Association, Murray Environmental Student
Society and thl' Cycling Team c;1ch had at least
one rcpresent:ttivc at the launch, Man:h said.
The Bike Share program allows students to
take a bike from one rack, ride it to any on-campus d1..'Stination and then drop it off at a new rack.
March said. Another student can then take the
same bike to anothc.r rack in this trade-off system.
The Racer Bikl· Share Committt•c m~cting's
minutes stated bike racks will possibly be located
later at Winslow Dining Hall, Colh.•gl! Courts.
Regents add White colleges, between Wilson
Hall and Wrather Museum, the new Science
Complex. Faculty Hall, Ordway Hall, Waterfield
Library and behind M:1son Hall and C1rr Health.

Society
advocates
green policy
Meredith Freeland
Contributing writer
University students from around the country
traveled to Marshall University in Huntington,
W.Va.. last weekend to participate in the
Appalachia Power Shift Summit.
Fifteen Murray State students :lttc:ndcd the
summit, John Walker, junior from Harrotlsburg,
Ky., and president nf the Murray Environmental
Student Society. said.

"For now the bikes will be placed at the normal
bike racks around Murray State," March said.
The bike racks and bicycles are marked with
yellow laminated papers, which have the Racer
Bike Share rules on them, March said.
Since the conception of the Racer Bike Share
idea, bicycle theft has been a large concern for
the committee, March said.
''The program will largely be based on the
honor system and people's good nature, but I
honestly don't think there will be many problems
with bike theft as several deterrents have been
put in place," March said.
All of the bicycles will display Murray State
c'olors. March said. The Murray State police have
also engraved the bikes for further identification
purposes, he said.
Anyone in possession of one of the bicycle off
campu~ will be charged with theft as jf they were
stealing anything else, he said.
"We really hope that the Bike Share program
will take off at Murray State, and ttl at people will
usc the bikes without any problems," March said.
If everything goes well with the Bike Share
program, there will be further expansion including more bicycles and a rental program :;o students may rent a bike and take it off campus,
March said.
Contact Thornton at casey. thornton@
murraystatc.edu.

Students in attendance included Sarah Kelty,
junior from Louisville, Ky .. Rachel Mauser,
senior from Louisville, Ky., and Jamie Booth,
sophomore from Bowling Green, Ky.
"We are getting together. bullding communi·
ties of people who share beliefs, taking som('·
thing negative and m:1king it positive," Walker
said,
Power Shift continues an unprecedented wave
of youth activism on energy and climate, an event
pamphlet stated.
These workshops arc dedicated to preparing
youth to become active in green energy and the
reduction of ''dirty fuels," Walker said.
Workshops included a local foods workshop
that discussed bow Appalachian farmers can
thrive in the modem m.uketplacc. non-timber
forest products, beekeeping, aquaculture and
more, the pamphlet stated.
Mauser said the sense of community and the
personal stories shared proved the environmental conference was also a human rights movement.
Issues discussed at the conference included
coal-burning, air pollution and water contamination, the pamphlet stated.
"These arc issues we have gone from preventing to stopping," Booth said.
"We do not want to attack coal miners. or per·
sons working in that industry," Kelty said, "hut
give them a better alternative."

1

Rules for the
school
Below are the specified Bike Share
rules

Fonner student
pleads guilty in
sex scandal
Stephanie Steele
Staff writer

The Racer Bike Share program Is a free program
for Murray State students only

Former Murray State student John
"Drew" Millwood of Mt. Vernon, Ul..
pleaded guilty to amended sexual abuse
The bicycle Is for use only on Murray State's
and drug charges
main campus
Monday in Calloway
County Circuit Court,
Do not use personal locks on the bicycle
court documents stat·
ed.
Millwood
was
Return the bicycle to a bike rack marked with a
accused of having sexRacer Bike Share slon
ual intercourse with a
17-year-old
female
Riders use the bicycles at their own risk and
Calloway County High
assume all responsibility for damage to property
School student, court
and Injury to themselves and others
documents stated.
Millwood
Former Murray
Millwood, a student
.The bicycle Is property of the Murray State
State student
teacher, allegedly met
University; please share
with the student after
school hours to have sexual intercourse,
according to Calloway County Sheriff's
Department officials.
The legal age of consent for sexual conThe Power Shift first began in 2007 in response tact in Kentucky is 16, but because Millto the Energy Action Coalition, the pamphlet wood was in a position of authority, it was
stated. Congress asked for an "army" on the , illegal for him to have sexual contact with
a person under the age of18.
ground spreading the word of dean energy.
Millwood tried to remove and tamper
In March 2009, 12.000 youth marched at W:tshwith evidence by deleting text messages
in~:,rton, n.c .. the pamphll!t said.
Six of th(lSC were students from the University, from his cell phone involving the girl and
removed the condom from the scene of
Walker said.
Creating a slew of new activists from Kentucky the crime.
Millwood was also accused of growing
and West Virginia is the goal of the conference,
marijuana plants and possessing drug
he said. ,
Studrnts could also attend the Tennessee Val- paraphernalia in his residence.
Millwood was represented by Murray
ley Authority Coal Ash Spill: Disaster and After·
math workshop that chronicled the health con- attorney Ricky Lamkin.
He was charged with first-degree sexucerns related to the Roane County, Tenn. coal
and ash disaster of 2008, the Power Shift pam- al abuse, tampering with physical evidence. attempting to tamper with physical
phlet stated.
Empowering students to work together in tak- evidence. cultivation of marijuana and
ing away dirty energy and replacing it with some- possession of drug paraphernalia, which
was his first offense, court documents
thing positive is our aim, Walker said.
MESS prnmotcs awareness and activism of stated.
As part of a plea deal with Commonenvironment::~! and conservation issues. The
office is located in the Carr Health Building, the wealth's attorney Mark Blankenship's
office, court documents stated count three
University Web site said.
The MESS students will host an Awareness was amended to sexual misconduct. which
changed the charge from a class D felony
Day on Nov. 30th.
Por more information about the Appalachia to a class A misdemeanor.
Court documents stated Millwood will
Power Shift Summit. go to appalnchia.power:;hift
appear in court Dec. 14 for sentencing.
09.org.
Contact Steele at stephanie.steclc@
Contact F.rce.l:md at mfrcclandl@murraystatc.
murraystate.cdu.
edu.

arties welcome! Call us at 270-761-SGVN(7486)

We're proud to introduce the newest menu items!
Omu-Rice & Super Bowl Chic~en !!!

J.

J.

Open seven days a week.

Lunch:

270-761-SGUN(7486),
myshogunmurray@gmall.com
706 N. 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071 (JC Penny Mall)

Everyday llam - 2pm

Dinner:
Mon - Thu 4:00pm -9:30pm
Fri -Sat 4:00pm .. 10:30pm
Sun 4:00pm- 9:00pm
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Sports Editor: Elizabeth Johnson
Phone: 809-4481

Team to compete
in central regional
fishing tourney
EUzabeth Johnson
Sports Editor

Derek Miller/The News

The cross country teams hit the road for Percy Warner Park In Nashville, Tenn., for the Ohio Valley Conference Championship races Saturday. Having
competed twice on the course earlier this season. the Racers hope for an advantage over other conference schools.

~ross co1•ntry prepares
I

for OVC Cha•npionship
I
I

One of th"'e >ehools Is Eastem ~'X• which

R;icky Martin
Staff write r
I

;It is the event of the season, and every Ohio Valley Conference school wants to crash the party.
;This weekend Percy Wru:ner Park and Tennessee State Uni• versity welcome nine other cross country teams from the OVC
into Nashville, Tenn., to compete in the 47th OVC Championships.
;~All season long our goal has been Oct. 31," Head Coach Chris
Ehgland said.' "For all our purposes, the OVC Championships is
our culminating event. From day one of practice this season and
from the last event of last year, this year's OVC has been our
g6at. Each week we have counted down the weeks to OVC, and
h~re we are."
:After finishing their regular season two weeks ago in Evansville, Ind•• where the women's team took first place, England said
his team is exactly where he hoped they would be at this point
iti the season.
:"Properly peaking has been one factor in helping us reach our
gval,'' England said. "Everyone is getting faster this time of year,
as opposed to the beginning of the season. We have also been
able to stay injury-free and healthy throughout the whole season."
' Several other OVC schools have not shared Murray State's
fortune.
, "A lot of our competitors were running very fast in August
and September. and it was a little frustrating, but now they have
started to slow down, or experience injuries or illness to the
team, while we are improving," England said.
r

has swept the OVC Championships
~~~.®J>,bS.
EKU
selected in the preseason t~
.
lhfli)it'll
and second in women, behind Murray State, but lnjuries and a
flu outbreak have impacted the Colonels only days away from
their goal of a four-peat
The Racers hold one final advantage entering Saturday's race:
familiarity with the course. Murray State opened up the 2009
season with two coClSecutive events at Percy Warner Park.
"We have the course map hanging in the teams' locker rooms,
and they should know the course very well," England said.
"Knowing where the hills on the course lie, where to start the
sprint at the end and other Little things like that can really deter·
mine position of the runners, even if it's just one place."
Last season, the Murray State women's team finished second,
just five points behind first place, meaning if each runner had
finished just one place higher, the Racers would have captured
the crown.
England said to avoid this scenario again, the runners need to
rely on their instincts and what they know about the course from
their previous experiences.
"Every little advantage counts," England said. "Just being
familiar with the course, the lay of the'land, where the potholes
are, where the sharp turns are and where to be in front will serve
as useful tactics to help us win the OVC."
Contingent on results from Saturday's meet. the Racers will
have one to two more races this season. The NCAA Championshlps are set for Nov. 23 in Terre Haute,lnd. Saturday's championship race is scheduled to begin at 9 a.m.
Contact Martin at richard.martirt@murraystate.edu.
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When it comes to fishing, many people look at the sport as ,an
outlet for relaxation or a reason to look forward to retirement,
but for two Murray State students, it is life.
- ·
Senior teammates Steve Miller, of Lincolnshire, lll., and Kalem·
Tippett of Hanson, Ky., hit the waters of Kentucky and Barkley;
lakes for the National Guard College Fishing Central Regional
'
Championship Saturday through Monday.
With the tournament location so close to the University, Mur-·
ray State has been named the host school.
The Murray State team is one of 19 which qualitied in events
earlier this year, earning the chance to compete for a $50,000
grand prize.
The winning pair in this weekend's tournament will be awarded half of the prize money in the form of a bass f1Shing boat while
the other half will go to the team's university.
Miller and Tippett won the National Guard FLW College Fishing Central Division event on Lake of the Ozarks in Osage Beach,
Mo., in September. They returned home with a $5,000 check fos·
Murray State and an equal amount for the Murray State Ba!s.
Anglers.
• -:.
The Racers placed first in the competition with five b~s
weighing 17 pounds. 5 ounces total.
• •
Teams placing in the top five this weekend will qualify for the
national championship set to take place in Knoxville, Tenn., in
April. The tournament will pit 25 teams against each other in a
battle for $100,000.
: -•
Miller and Tippett have spent the past month preparing for the
Central Regional.
"We both have boats. so we've been splitting up to cover more
water," Miller said. "We've been trying to get on the lake as much
as possible so we can practice."
Participating in the tournament against Murray State are teams
from Arkansas Tech, Eastern Kentucky, Henderson State, Indiana, Kansas State, Ohio State, Ohio, Southern Illinois, Truman
State, Arkansas at Monticello, Central Arkansas. Iowa. Missouri,
WiscQDsin-Stcvens Point. Wisconsin-Stout, Western Kentucky
and Western Mkhlgao.
p, "' 1:,
1,
11
•· 1f1,.duQ ~f..Racer"S~·n.a~c:~e@.l$..i~ing4,1'11.:.the co~etit!OA
slid ftll fournMe~~ ~calib'li'ftilftlg
duos.
.
•
"There are big universities," Miller said. "Personally, r•m
friends with a lot of the team. We're talking some of the best college fiSherman on the college fishing trail."
Many may consider being the host school and fishing local
waters an advantage, but Miller and Tippett know the situation
could have both positive and n~::gative effects.
·
"ln fishing, I don't know if having home field advantage matters," Miller said. "Teams coming in for the fll'st time are
going to be overanalyzing the waters like us."
Each angler is allowed to keep five bass, three of which will be
weighed. For a catch to qualify, it must be live and at least 15 inches in length.
Daily weigh-ins are scheduled for 4 p.m. at the coinciding Reel
Life Festival held at Roy Stewart Stadium and are open to the
public.
.
Miller and Tippett encourage the city of Murray and affiliates
of Murray State to attend the festival to support the University's
bass anglers.
"Getting to see the fish weigh-in is obviously exciting," Miller
said. "A lot of time it comes down to fractions of an ounce to
determine winners. It's good to see people out there to support
the Murray State Bass Anglers."
The Reel Life Festival will include free food for Murray State
students, raffles, give-aways, live music and games over the
course of the three-day event.
Contact Johnson at elizabetho.johnson@murraystate.edu.
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oach
England
reflects
on
l '
I

Ricky Martin
Staff writer
I

: tThis is part one of a four-part series about
cwrent Murray State coaches and their athletic
careers.
Great players often do not make great coaches.
!This statement holds no water in the case of
ctoss country Head Coach Chris England.
England's collegiate and professional runnjng careers yielded a coaching philosophy
U,.at has cross country at Murray State on the
upswing.
.
!Though he never really enjoyed running in
h~gh school, England discovered his natural talent for running gave him the opportunity to
pursue a college education, which his family
insisted upon.
"I wasn't your typical high school runner,"
England said. "I didn't really rmd it very fun. I
was just good at it. I didn't really even want to
go to college, but I came from a very academically sound family, and they insisted that I go
to college. Fortunately, I did have scholarships
available."
England enrolled at Ohio University before
transferring and fmishing his undergraduate
degree at Ohio State University. While at Ohio
State, England said it took him a couple of
years to familiarize himself with the life of a
student-athlete at the collegiate level.
"It took me a while to adjust to two-a-day
practices and 6 a.m. workouts, and when you
throw going to class and academics on top of

that, college was quite a culture shock,'' Eng·
world record holders and competed in various
land said.
world meets and United States of America
Track and Field national champion.c;hip events.
While running at Ohio State, England was a
England was two seconds away from the
two-time NCAA All-American during the 1997
Olympic Trials in the 10,000-meter run and
indoor and outdoor track seasons. Indoors,
represented the U.S. in several world champiEngland was recognized for his accomplish·
ments in the 5,000-meter run and outdoors,
onships.
"I evolved as a runner," England said. "ForEngland received honors in the 10,000-meter.
During his tenure as a Buckeye, England set
tunately, all the accolades from college allowed
me to run professionally. Upon graduation I
three school records, including one that stands
had agents contacting me,
today.
wanting to represent me,
On Aprill7, 1997, England
broke the school record for
and from there I was get"'As I got situated and got
ting shoe deals and travelthe 5,000-meter run by six
seconds with a time of acquainted with how professional ing around the world for
13:43.42. Since his record- running worked, I found my niche.'' competitions, so it was
breaking run, the closest
kind of a whirlwind. As I
got situated and got
anyone has gotten to break-Chris England
ing his mark is 13:56.42.
Murray State cross country Head Coach acquainted with how proEngland also holds one
fessional running worked,
I found my niche."
record at Ohio University.
England was able to turn running from some~
Winning three individual Big Ten champithing he didn't enjoy as a young man into a
onships, England was a seven-time All-Confermulti-faceted career.
ence selection in track and field. He was also an
While training as a professional runner, EngAll-Big Ten Academic selection during his
land's made assistant coaching stops at Ohio
senior campaign.
"As the years went on, I matured," England
State, Boise State and Wyoming universities.
He also spent time as the head coach at Grandsaid. "I took running, as well as my classes,
view Heights High School in Columbus, Ohio.
more seriously, and that really helped my over"I love my job, and I love being here at Murall attitude. I struggled both academically and
ray State,'' England said. "Hopefully I've
athletically my first two years, but ended up
brought something here that the athletes can
not only as an All-American, but I also made
take with them and use to succeed in both acathe dean's list."
demics and athletics."
As a professional athlete and Olympic hopeEngland leads the Racers into the Ohio Valful. England trained full time under two former

Photo

court~>~y

oi Sports lniormation

Chris England is In his third season as the Racer •
cross country head coach and leads the team to the
Ohio Valley Conference Championship Saturday.
ley Championship meet Saturday In Nashvi!Je,
Tenn.
Contact Martin
at richard.martin@
murraystate.edu.
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:Soccer
wt·aps
up
rega•lar
seasonUNSPORTSMANLIKE
·ON DUCT
NBA's glory restored
l had an three jerseys. The home white,
the road red and of
course, the alternate
black with red pinstripes.
I repped at least one
No. 23 jersey every day
of the week, and my little brothers' generation could care less
bout' the NBA.
Finally, that's changing.
When I was a kid. the NBA players were
the only ones that mattered. Whether it
was Jordan, Bird, Magic or my personal
favorite Gary "the Glove" Payton, they
were the guys all my friends and I grew up
wanting to be.
Duos like Jordan and Pippen, Shawn
Kem'p and Payton and John Stockton and
Karl "The Mailman" Malone kept us
hooked to TNT every summer, wondering
who ·was going to win the All-Star Game,
and whether or not the Bulls were going to
do it again.
But then the NBA went on a massive
decline. Somewhere between Jordan's
retirement, Iverson's "only practice"
speech and the Malice at the Palace, the
NBA got boring. And tasteless.
The contract-conscious divas had taken
over the association, and unfortunately for
Nate Brelsford!The News
all of us true NBA fans - though few and
far between - the league took a huge hit. Senior forward Nicole Evans takes the ball to the goal in Sunday's 1·0 win over Evansville at Cutchin f ield.
College basketball became the craze, and
the NBA spiraled out of control.
Jeffrey Frye
The Cougars sport an overall record of 2-9-2.
luckily, new generations of players have Contributing writer
The Racers look to make the most of home field
ushered in a new style of basketball, rejuadvantage and give thl· Cougars their final loss of
venating the league and restoring it to its
The end of the regular season is quickly
the season.
proper place among the ranks of the approaching and the Racer soccer team takes
The Racers seem to be enjoying themselves on
primetime sports. Even though ·they reside heed.
the field as Head Coach Beth Acre man has
in different markets, young guns like
To end an exciting and successful regular sea·
noticed.
LeBron James, Dwayne Wade and Brandon son, the Racers host Southern Illinois Univer~ity"At this time of season you start to get a little
Roy have collaborated with veterans like 1 edwardsville Sunday at Cutchin Field.
hanged up and fatigue sets in, but what is more
Kobe Bryant and Kevin Garnett to restore
The last test for the Cougars came Oct. 25 with
exciting than going into the (Ohio Valley Conferglory and respect to the league.
j a 2-0 loss to Missouri State on their home field cnce) tournament?" Acreman said. "I think that's
No one would argue that the NFL and where junior SIU·E goalkeeper tallied seven
obviously the most exciting part of the year."
C<lllcge football are the apple of the sport- saves. The team has been outscored .25-12 this
A win in last Friday's matchup versus Austin
ing world's eye. but with a new NBA sea- season.
•
Peay pruvidcd an opportunity for the Racers to
son underway, the NBA will undoubtedly j
turn some heads.
This has been a pretty boring year in college football . and an average year in the
NFL; so as these seasons go later and later,
with fewer games containing any post-sea~on implications, sports fans will be turning to the NBA for some excitement.
I
.the Eastern Conference, the Celtics,
Cavs or Orlando Magic can all bring home
the hardware, while several Western Con•Season record:
OVC record:
•Competed
ference teams have rebuilt and are looking
•UT-Martin
def.
Murray
State
Invitational
to put a stop to the Laker dominance.
The San Antonio Spurs bad possibly the r
Saturday
•Finished No. 14 of
best offseason of any team, acquiring
Senior linebacker Taylor Lanigan's
Richard Jefferson in a trade for Bruce
With rounds of
senior Andrea
Bowen and Fabricio Oberto, while also I blocked punt was the first blocked punt
Downer led the Racers to finish in the
drafting All-American DeJuan Blair.
since Oct. 28, 2006 against Southeast
look for the Houston Rockets to take the
No. 35 spot among individual
biggest step back after losing Yao Ming j
Missouri.
In
that
game,
he
recovered
competitors. The meet closed fall
and Tracy McGrady to injury.
j
I'm taking the Lakers over the Celtics in
the punt for a touchdown.
play for the women's golf team.
six for this years NBA championship.
I am wondering though, is there any way !
we ·can bring back the jersey craze? 1
Because I still have a teal No. SO Bryant
1
"Big Country" Reeves Vancouver Grizzlies
jersey. And I would really like to wear it.
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I
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Football

In

2·5,

1·3

in the Pat Bradley

15

73·76-78,

80

.

Tennis legend Andre Agassi goes onto
the Power Play this week in anticipation of
his new book "Open" set to release Nov. 9.
(n excerpts from the book released this
week. Agassi admits, in graphic detail, his
usc ·of crystal meth, how he escaped an
ATP suspension after failing a 1997 drug
test 'and how he hated tennis wwith a dark
and secret passion" because of his over-

;~~~~~father.

Rifle
•Kentucky def. Murray State
4604-4674 Saturday
Murray State posted a season high .
teamscore and have surpassed 4600 '
· points in three meets this season. .
Freshman Emily Ouiner led the team in
smallbore while freshman Daniel Sojka
recorded his team's top air rifle score.
I

Soccer

Volleyball

•season record: 7-7·2, ovc record: 4·2-1

•Season rtcord: 6-16, OVC record: H
•Murray State clef. Tennessee Tech 3-0 last Friday
•Jacksonville State def. Murray state 2·3 Saturday
Sophomore middle hitter Mary
CunninghamrecorQtd a career-beSt .538 hittfno percentage

j

•Murray State def. Austin Peay 1-0 last Friday
•MurTBY State def. Evansville 1-o Sunday

l
l

Sophomore defender Veronika Pribyslavska scored her
first goal of the season in the APSUgame, earning OVC
Defensive Player of the Week honors.

against TTU.

'---------------------- ------....J .______. . . .__ __.______..________-'-________.__....

team posts
24- 1consistent
scores

Kansas City Chiefs running back Larry
Johnson joins us in the Penalty Box after

I

Women's Golf

24-38

POWER PLAY:

ensure a spot in the OVC tournament. The Racers took advantage of this opportunity and
improved to 6-7-2 overall and 4-2-1 in the OVG.,
defeating APSU on their home field.
• ,
A familiae scene recurred for the Racers as the · :
fJist half ended a 0-0 tie. Murray State had six •
shots with one on goal by junior defender Rachel •
Longley while the Governors failed to attempt a •
shot in the first half.
The Racers came out in the second half and
launched three kicks that looped wide of the goal.
Sophomore midfielder Daniclle McMurray
was granted the Racers' first chance to score during the 68th minute of play but her shot was
blocked by opposing goal keeper Carley New·
man.
,
Murray State rallied back as sophomore ,
defender Veronika Pribyslavska recorded her
first goal of the season. Senior forward Nicole
Evans was credited with the assist.
Junior goalkeeper Tara Isbell improved to 1·3-1
with the win and she tallied her second shutout
of the season.
The win over APSU set the tone of Sunday's
matchup against Evansville where the Racers
earned a 1-0 victory.
The first half of play consisted of many
attempts as the Racers outshot the Purple Aces
10-6 in the first half, which ended in a scoreless
tie, characterized as a half of constant changes in
field position for both teams. Isbell tallied two
saves during the first half.
Murray State looked to push the pace in the
second half as they reached the Purple Aces'
goalkeeper box several times early on.
Two Racers engaged in a fast break toward the
net with only the goalkeeper, hindering their
progress. McMurray made the goalkeeper com·
mit and then dished a pass to junior forward Kalli
McCoy, who put the ball through the net in the
59th minute of play.
One score was all the Racers would need. The
team once again boasted diligent efforts on
defense as they blocked three desperate attempts
to score by Evansville in the last minute of regulation.
Isbell earned the win and tallied three saves as
she progressed to 2-3·1 on the season and became
the Murray State All-Time leader in career wins
with 23. The Racers shutout the Purple Aces and
improved to 7-7-2 in the Senior Day action.
Murray State hosted the Southeast Missouri
State Redhawks Thursday. The struggling teatl!
entered the makeup game with an overall recora
of 2-9-3 and a conference record of 1-5-2.
Because of their individual performances,!
Isbell was named the OVC Goalkeeper of the
Week and Pribyslavska earned Defensive Player
of the Week honors.
Contact Frye at jeffrey.frye@murraystate.edu. •

lI Rifle

•

using tw~ homosexual. slurs within a
hour penod. He was g1ven what amounts
to a one-game suspension Wednesday
night.
Kyra Ledbetter
TWEET OP TilE WEEK:
Staff writer
WPSD's Jeff Bidwell gets in on the action
this ·week with his tweet concerning the
The rifle team heads to Morehead State Unipcrformance of Chase Utley in game one versity in search of a win this weekend for the
of the World Series.
fourth match of their regular season.
WPSD_5ports. Bidwell: Will my wife let
Last weekend the Racers shot a season-high of
me name our third kid Chase? Somehow, I 4604 against the University of Kentucky Wildthink not but the lobbying is about to cats, but it was not enough. Murray State feU to
~~
, ~~~~~
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
According to Head Coach Allan Lollar, the
murraystate.edu.
team is still exactly where it needs to be.

l

I
I

"It's been several years since our team has
posted three scores 4600 or better in a row, and
we've done that." Lollar said. ''We're proving we
are a good team, now we just have to get to the
next level. We've got some things to work on. and
that's the way it ought to be."
The upcoming Morehead State match may be
as much of a challenge for the predominately
underclassmen rifle team. This season, the Eagles
have posted onlr one score, a cumulative 4514,
almost 90 points behind Murray State's highest.
Lollar said with fewer competitions under Morehead State's belt, however. it is hard to know
what level the Eagles will manage to shoot this
weekend.
"Morehead (State's) a good team," 'Lollar said.
"They fjnished ahead of us in the OVC Championships last year. It's a road match and we just
want to go up there and do our best."

The Racers' consistent shooting at just above
the 4600 level may be the key to defeating More:
head State this weekend. The Eagles' team, made
up of more seasoned shooters than Murray
State's, has not had much of a chance to practice
in a competitive atmosphere.
'
"I think we've developed some consistency."
Lollar said. "We're not seeing any big variations
in scores. We've pretty much gotten to u level
and when you get solidly at a level, that's your •
best chance to go on and reach the next one. That
way you're not riding a roller coaster up and 1
1
down, you're just trying to go up. "
Regardless, given the history of both teams, the ,
matchup will be an interesting one for the Racers, who are hoping for a spot in the NCAA tour~
nament later this year.
Contact
Ledbetter at
kyra.ledbetter@
murraystate.edu.

fyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray

270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget &: designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.
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Year of the trophy fish ·

r

In the fishing world, :
it seems we can clas- ..
sify each year under a , •
particular
heading •. _
Each week, The News Elizabeth Johnson,
Ricky Martin
Kyle Rogers
Greg Waddell
Guest Kara Mantooth
Elizabeth Johnson
according to the most
Ricky Martin, Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers,
Sports writer
Sports Editor
Spo.rts writer
Sports writer
SGA President
effective lures, domiplus a special guest, will face off ln a heated
Last week: 3-3
Last week: 5·1 '
last week: 4-2
Last week: 3-3
Last week: 4-2
nant patterns or other
ro~nd of plck 'em.
notable factors that.•
Season record: 41-25 Season Record: 47-19 Season Record: 46·20 Season Record: 46·20 Season Record: 47·19
- - - - -- - describe the theme of 1, t
Steve
the year.
Miller
last year was unof- , ·'
No.3 Texas at No.14 Oklahoma State
Outdoor colunmist ficially dubbed the
year of the swimbait.., ;
Swimbaits, a standby , •
: for West Coast Anglers for the past .•.
decade, finally. like a fever, invaded the •..
Mississippi State at Kentucky
rest of the country and were responsible_. . ..
for many tournament wins.
I am going to go ahead and name this 1
year the year of trophy fish. On a global, . :
national and even local level we have seen ,
No. 5 USCat No. 10 Oregon
some
evidence there arc records capable, •
.,
I of being
broken on all levels. I am talking; .
about fish that after being caught instanta-.•
neously start a wildfire of buzz throughout
the fishing world because of their size.
Kansas at Texas Tech
, Every fishing fan had ~omething to say
about the potential new world record ,
1
caught in Japan over the summer. Controversy swirled and the catch was put under ,
a microscope. The jury is still out on this
No. 25 Ole Miss at Auburn
one as the IGFA continues to review the
catch before making an official ruling.
..
Just last week, Tennessee wildlife offi- , •.•
cial~> shocked a 16 pound. 15 ounce. larg~ ••
mouth bass while doing a fish survey on,
Michigan State at Minnesota
Browns Creek Lake, a 167 acre lake just 68, •
,
miles south of Murray. This behemoth of a.
bass, if caught on rod and reel, would
eclipse the current state record, which has. .
been standing since 1954, by more than, •
two pounds.
. .•
A 16 pound, 15 ounce bass living that
close to Murray really has me excited
prepared to (sit them out) just to make sure they were 100 percent. They about what may be switnming in Kentucky
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
were in my ear all day yesterday, if not face-to-face, by text, by voicemail. Lake, especially since this comes during a
year where we saw two other big ftsh , .
Credit those guys, they want the ball, winners always do."
1 catches. During the FlW Tour event on
After splitting a two-game road swing, the Rac~rs return to Roy Stewart
Griffin said EIU's offense is a cause for concern as his Racers prepare.
Stadium Saturday and hope to find more treats than tr icks this Halloween
"They're very efficient," Griffin said. "They do what they do, year in and Kentucky Lake in June, professional angler
when they host Eastern Illinois.
year out in all three phases. What won them the game last week was the Keith . Williams weighed in a nineThe Racersiell ta:2:5.SatUrliay~en flley lost to \II·Mart.Ul38·24•..._..........,_kicking game. We've been good through the course of the. year:, we're goin~ _pounder.
More recently, Kentucky Lake kicked.
The Panthers are ~2 on th~ season with losses to Penn State a nd Eastern
to continue to do that and be prepared for just about anything."
With the season being on the back end of the schedule, Griffin said this out another Junker to a tournament angler.
Kentucky. They are currently ranked No. 19 in the FCS Coaches Poll and
No. 20 in the Sports Networks rartkings. With a 4-1 Ohio Valley Conference
week would be a great time to get back on the right track of winning con- A couple weekends ago, George Schrader
wejghed in a bass that tipped the scales
record, Eastern Illinois is in ftrst pl\tCC. The last time the Racers played a
sistently.
"We've got to get the thing going," Gri£fin Si!id. "I thought we'd have this just short of ll pounds. I know some are
first place team, they beat Tennessee State 9-6.
· "We've got to play tough at home.'' junior wide receiver Marcus Harris
thing going, sitting here winning two in a row. I think our kids did too. saying these two fish arc not entirely out •.
said. "l think if we can get some support from the fans, we have a real good
They're all winnable games, I think in conference there's as much parity as of the realm of Kentucky Lake, but considchance of beating EIU. We've got real good players. we're just going to have
there's been. 1 don't want to say this is a big game or a nut-cutting game: this er this. These guys were fishing tourna-.•
. •
to drive this week and practice 100 percent every practice."
is another football game and we've got to do a great job preparing our kids ments when they caught these Junkers.
Tournament anglers have a different . :. • ·
Senior linebacker Taylor Lanigan remembered the last meet between the
and they've got to go play."
two teams when Eastern lllinois won 34-6 in Charleston, !II., last year. He
On the defensive side, the Panthers are solid and have an interception approach to fishing a lake than strictly tro'l • •
return average of 15 yards. Griffin said having Coach Spoo at the helm for phy anglers. They arc looking for concensaid he knows what to expect from the Panthers.
trations of those above average-size fish so
I "They usually have a strong running game and big guys up front," Lanimany years has helped the program.
gan said. "We need to have our D-line play strong up front, that's where it
"As one guy graduates, they replace him with a very similar tme," Griffin they can take five good ones to the scale
a\ways starts. I feel like this week, if we can stop the nm and deliver some
said. "A spoke on the wheel comes out, they just replace the spoke. It's real- each day. But trophy hunters are looking ,,•.
big hits, then that's what we need to do."
ly the same front we saw.last year. •rhey lost the big defensive end from last for that one big bite. It may be in an area·. y,
I
Harris and senior wide receiver Derrick Townsel had both suffered
year, but they haven't seemed to have lost a beat. I think they've nlways without a lot of fish, or they may use a lure · , .•
injuries and were not able to perform their kick and punt return duties.
played solid defensively. We went up there last year and we ]aid an egg. Bot- an average sized bass won't hit, but the
Head Coach Mart Griffin said both of them should be ready to go Saturtom line is our kids have to go through a great week of preparation and he few they do have arc bound to be goocl
ones.
• ·,
day.
.
ready for a great performance on Saturday."
1 have a feeling that if we have more ,
Contact Rogers at kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.
"They'll be back,'' Griffin said. "They actually begged lru;t week but I was
anglers concentrating on that one big bite
rather than tournament anglers looking fo~
and he's capable of doing that basically every
five, we will see Kentucky lake producing
tournament," Hunt said. "He's one of the top
impressive catches of bass that eclipse the
players in the conference, no doubt. With Allteen marks.
, :·
Conference last year (and) Freshman of the Year
I. like many other anglers prefer to go.
two years ago I look for him, every tournament
after numbers of decent fish instead of one
he plays in, to finish in the top ten. He's very
1 giant. This is why 1 have yet to catch a bass.~!
capable of winning any tournament he plays in."
over seven pounds on Kentucky lake. But
When discussing the four OVC Golfer of the
l am planning to dedicate some time lookWeek honors, Hunt gushed about his players.
ing for the magic bite that just may end up
"We really have a strong lineup," Hunt said.
Greg Waddell
in the history books. What better time to , •
Staff writer
"Other than a couple tournaments, we haven't all
go after these fish than in late fall?
played on the same page as far as everyone havFall is arguably better than the spring
With a fall season of ups and downs winding to
ing a really good round every tournament, but I
spawning season to locate catchable tro- • .
a close, the men's golf team travels to sunny
think we're capable of doing that. I think that
phies. The fish are feeding heavily on shad , ·
Florida tomol'rQw, escaping the rain and cold
really says :tlot about a program that has four difthat have moved into shallow waters to .
weather of Kentucky to tee off one last time in
ferent players as a conference player of the
prepare for the lethargic winter months.
the Stetson University Invitational.
week."
The tournament season is winding down , •
' kead Coach Eddie Hunt said the event is a
After the tournament, Murray State will get
and these bigger fish 'don't !'ce as much :
good way to gauge his team's progress throughnearly four months away from the links before
pressure because many have put down
out the season and a welcome escape from the
returning to competition Feb. 7 for the JackDerek Miller/The News their rods in favor of a gun or bow this
winter weather.
sonville University Invitational at TPC Sawbrrass,
of year.
. ,
Senior Chris Griffinlines up aputt at theSkyhawk Clas- time
..We've been lucky really," Hunt said. "~
a PGA course where the Player'S Championship
There is something to be said for being,
sic earlier thls season.
weather has beeo iffy here and there but it feels
is held. The tournament will pit the Racers
the first one to hit all the choice spots of; , ,
nice to be able to get away and play, at least for
against some of the best teams in the country
room for improvement.
cover throughout the day, especially when • ·th'rl!c days, in nice weather."
The team won't get the opportunity to ease
"1 think as a team we've all been really disap- the fish are shallow.
back into play, but Hunt said he is very excited
'The men, who notched three top six finishes
pointed in some of our finishes although we
Less pressure, hungry bass nnd shallow . ,
lllis season, struggled to get on the same page for
about the challenging opportunity.
haven't had any bad finishes," Hunt said. "We fishing makes (all a time described as the , ,
much of the season Hunt noted. That didn't seem
"We're playing in one of the top tournaments
haven't played up to our capabilities in a couple perfect storm to potentially catch your
• to' hurt individual play though, as four Racers
in the country," Hunt said. "They arc going to
of tournaments. We're striving to have every- biggest bass. When all these elements · ·
earned OVC Golfer of the Week honors over the
have teams like Wake Forrest, East Tennessee.
body play good at the same tournament and come together and you make the right presome of the top 20 teams in the country, so it
course of the campaign, capped by Cameron Carwhen we do that we're going to have an out- sentations in the right locations, you may .
rico's 4·under 212 on Oct. 19 and 20 to claim third
should be a really great tournament for us."
standing team:·
, feel that one bite you will never forget.
• ,
Hunt said, although lie was not upset over the
overall in the Austin Peay Invitational.
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
Contact Miller at steven.miller@·
"I think Cameron had a really good tournament
way his team has performed this fall, there is
murraystate.edu.
murraystate.edu.
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Football hosts OVC HaDoween game

l

Golfers close
fall schedule
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Volleyball seeks tot•rnaanent seed
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Nate Brelsford/The N(•ws

The Racer volleyball team huddles before Saturday's match against Jacksonville State
at Racer Arena.

Coming into this weekend with
equal wins and losses in o:onference
action, the volleyball team seeks to
better its Ohio Valley Conference
record on the road, battling South·
east Missouri State and Eastern Ulinois universities.
Ending this weekend with wins
may not prove easy for the Murray
State volleyball team, with both their
competitors posing different challenges.
Although the SEMO Redhawks
have had a less than impressive season so far. winning only eight of 24
matches, the team may still pose a
threat to the Racers today.
Murray State only recently recovered their full starting lineup with
players returning from injuries sustained earlier in the season.
"SEMO got their setter back in, so

they're going to be doing much better,'' Head Coach David Schwcpker
said. "It's going to be a big difference
with them. Now that their starting
lineup is in, I think they're going to
be a good team this year."
Saturday the Racer volleyball team
challenges EIU. whose competition
will differ from today's match.
"That's always a dangerous team
to play, because they don't have
pressure like before, and a lot l)f girls
can't deal with (that). All of the sudden they're playing out of their
minds.
"Right now l think they feel that
they might as well start trying some
new things, because they're probably
not going to be in the tournament.
They might as well get ready for
next year."
For Murray State, both matchups
are essential for gaining a much coveted spot in the approaching OVC
tournament.

"They're going to be a lot like the
other teams we've played and the
bottom line is we're still not in the
tournament," Schwepker said. "All
these· games are huge. We'd really
benefit from a win."
The volleyball team tallied a different kind of win last weekend, raising more than $2,000 for the Gesler
family through the fundraiser,
Swinging to Eliminate Cancer.
The volleyball team and the staff
will still accept donations on behalf ,
of Ashley's Angels.
The team has thus far fallen short
of their goal to beat last year's total
amount raised, which was well over
$2,500. See an affiliate of the athletic
department to join the cause.
The Racers return home Sat., Nov.
7 for a senior night matchup against
Southern
Illinois
UniversityEdwardsville.
Contact I.edbetter at kyra .
/edbetter@murraystate.edu.

Women's tennis travels to
Kennesaw State Invite
Gr eg WaddeD

adapt and the second and third I just focused."
Webb said last year's experience has helped
her this season.
"I had a good record last year and I just
learned how to play focused and play without
distractions," Webb said. "This semester I really just tried to keep that going and focused on
being competitive and having fun."
Senior Angela McGahee said the team's
focus now shifts to this weekend's Kennesaw
State Invitational.
"For the seniors. this will be the last fall
match ever so it's kind of bittersweet," McGahee said. "Everybody has been practicing really
hard and trying to get focused for the last
match. Everybody has something that they are
looking forwa rd to."
Keasling said the match provides a unique
opportunity to evaluate their progress and
identify points of weakness.
"I think everyone is really excited about
going down to Atlanta," Keasling said. "They
know a lot of the players on these two teams.
Our southern players have played agamst
them."
As the last remaining match in the fall season, the Racers are now beginning to sec what

Staff writer
Another tournament, another close finish.
In what has become a continuing trend for
the women's tennis team this fall. singles play
carried most of the load through last weekend's
- event while doubles took the back seat for most
nf the match.
"' Head Coach Connie Keasling .said the focus
for the fall bas not necessarily been doubles, as
' the weather has permitted extensive singles
work.
Junior Alexis Webb proved to be one of the
bright spots for the 9-9 singles finish. notching
a perfect 3-0 record in the Belmont Invitational, bumping her fall record to 7-3 overall.
Webb played her best tennis from behind
after dropping the opening set in all three of
her matches.
Webb said adjusting was the biggest obsta·
cle.
"Last year 1 played (No.) 4 singles so it's a little bit different," Webb said. "This last weekend 1 played (No.) 2. The ball is a lot different.
' It's a different match. Each first set was some•: _'J.hing new that 1 had to learn from and learn to

.

this team will look like in the
"We're just going to work on conditioning,"
Keasling said. "As far as tennis, 1 d on't know
what we're going to do. My mind is more

murraystate.edu.
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PagliaiS Pizzo

&ltaUan R.estauran t
Voted Murray's Best Pizza
Full Menu & Buffet
Wi-fi now available

I

When you can't
,-r find brains,
pizza will do.

•

Wednesday Spaghetti Special
Medium Spaghetti $2.97
Add a drink 99¢
Lunch & Dinner (Dine-in only)
970 Chestnut St. • Murray, I<Y 42071 • (270) 753-2975

www.pagliaispizzaofmurray.com

New Owners,
New Deals!
Same Friendly
Atmosphere
Happy Hour
3- 6 p.m.

--

...

...

9P.DL
809-3492
Now available from Winslow
9 -11:30o.m.

sundav through Thursdav.
Step 1. Cl11271-819-3492
step 2. Choau a $5 ChMseor S&penerenl
Step 3. PIV with RexblarDVIdlna veur Mnumber
Step 4. Plcll 11 at WlaiDW In amaner ol minutes.
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Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in Racer
athletics. To submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact
Elizabeth Johnson at elizabetha.johnson®murraystate.edu.
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For the third time this
season. junior Katelyn
Jones boasts the title
of OVC female Runner
of the Week for her
second place run at the
University of Evansville
Invitational. Jones recorded
her season-best time of
18:47.91, and will lead the
women's cross country
team In Saturday's OVC
Championship.

Recording
wins against
Austin Peay
and Evansville
last weekend,
junior goalkeeper
Tara Isbell was named
OVC Goalkeeper of the
Week and Pepsi Athlete
of the Week. Isbell is
l-3-1 and tallied her
l2nd career win to tie
the Murray State record.

Nate

flrel~forcVTile

Sophomore defender
Veronlka Prlbyslavska
scored her first goal
of the season In the
Oct. 23 matchup with
Austin Peay State
University, earning
OVC Defensive
Player of the Week
honors.
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Nille BrC:'lsforcl/7/tt• News

News

SERENDIPITY ON THE SQUARE
Owner Beverly Warren
)

Open
Mon-Fri 10-5
Sat 10-2

109 S 4th Street Murray, KY 42071 761-BAGS (2247)
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Sorority sisters spend night getting dirty
Alpha Delta Pi members
work overnight as part
of 'Extreme Makeover'
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor
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When Whitney Robertson found out "Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition" needed help on a nearby project, she gathered
the Alpha Delta Pi troops to help work overnight.
On Oct. 21, Robertson, senior from St. Louis, Mo., heard a
morning radio message requesting volunteers, and moments
later she sent out Facebook messages, texts and e-mails to her
sorority sisters calling them to action.
The plan was to leave Murray at 9 p.m., drive to Clarksville.
Tenn. and work overnight before returning to campus for 8 a.m.
classes.
Robertson said 30 members gathered at the sorority suite later
and made the trip. She packed goodie bags for the drivers, filled
with energy drinks and candy to keep them awake for the trip.
Pam Myrick, senior from St. Louis, Mo., said the sisters knew
there was no guarantee they would be put to wor'k when they
arrived at the volunteer site.
"(Robertson) told us there was a 95 percent chance we would
have a job and S (percent chance) we would be turned away, but
we all decided we would deal with that when we got there,"
Myrick said. "We decided it would be worth the drive (either
way)."
Their arrival was met with disappointment when they were
told their help would not be needed, Myrick said.
However, a security guard said they could not turn the girls
away. The ADPi sisters checked in, received their hats and shirts
and hopped aboard the shuttle to go to the job site in Woodlawn,
Tenn.
The house was built for the Scott family. According to an ABC
press release, Trina Scott lost her husband, Clarksville police
officer David Scott, in 2002 when his police car was hit by a
truck. The car spun into a guard rail. catching ftre and killing
David and hls partner almost instantly.
Trina Scott turned to Concerns of Police Survivors, Inc., or
COPS, an organization which aids surviving family members of
officers killed in the line of duty. Devoting all of her time to this
organization, Scott became COPS president in 2003.
The house she lived in with her three daughters, however,
needed work.
"There was so much water and electrical damage that everything kept going one after another so the (new) bouse was definitely needed," Myrick said.
Myrick said the house was almost finished the night the girls
worked- c rew were adding finishing touches to the inside, while
the outs ide~till needed serious work.
The sisters• jobs included leveling the ground with rakes.
planting flowers and unloading and laying sod.
Robertson said she would love to work with "Extreme

Photos courtt.~y of Alpha OC'Ita Pi

Members of Alpha Delta PI pose for a photo outslde the housebuilt by the 'Extreme Makeover. HomeEdition' team in Woodlawn. Tenn.
Makeover: Home Edition" again because of th\! o ther volunteers'
positivity.
"The workers down there were really friendly and really
accommodating," Robertson said. "(They were) surprised a
bunch of college kids drove in at night to help out. (They) made
it more fun and enjoyable rather than just super strict hard
labor.''
Though the girls were tired and muddy when they returned to
Murray the next morning, Myrick said the experience was one
they will not soon forget.
"I've always wondered what it'd be like to work on a project
like this one," she said. "We all donate canned goods ur donate
blood but you never actually see it being put to use. As a volun·
teer on this site you can actually see the progress you've mndc,
then see the reaction of the family on (television). That's really
a touching experience."
Myrick said the experience was humbling; she was proud of
her sisters for pulling together.
"(We got) 30 girls together on a 12-hour block of time," she
said. "That's not something that we normally could do and it was
exciting to see our girls pull together and do whatever we could
to -help.''
"Extreme Makeover: Homt• Edition- The Scott Family" will air
Dec. 6 on ABC.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
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Allison 811J99e, junior fromlexington, Ky.. plants flowers outside t~e
Scotts' home fn Woodlawn, Tenn.
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Disney star releases debut pop-rock EP
(J

'•

Featu res Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the music reviews.

One day I would like to live in a
world where actors net, singers sing
and not every Disney star tries to be
a triple threat,
or course that will ncvt•r happen
and l am brought back to reality as
yet another Disney starlet releases
an album.
Emily Osment, better known as
Hannah Montana's BFF Lily,
released her debut EP "All T he
Right Wrongs" Tuesday.
The shocker, however, is Osment
did not release it with Hollywood
Records, the home of Miley Cyrus.
Selena Gomez. The Jonas Brothers.
Demi Lovato and Mitchell Musso.
Instead, Osment is signed with
Wind-up Records.
Confused? I know .I was. Then I
realized: Osment's music video had
not played constantly on Disney
Channel.
In fact, 1 was blissfully unaware
she was releasing an album until
not long agu.
I give her kudos for taking her
own path and possibly having more
control over her sound and image.
This docs not mean I'm going to
declare her album the greatest thing
since sliced bread.
It isn't. It is decent, however.
Photo courte5y of Amazon.com
The six-song F.P kicks off with
her first single, "All The Way Up."
'Hannah Montana' star Emily Osment's debut EP, 'All The Rioht Wrongs' features a mix of country, pop-rock and pop·punk.
Right away the sound Osment
In the process, Osment drops a
The final track, "What About
wants is clear.
complements the country style of
Me," highlights Osment's vocal abil·
few "damns" in there. Normally I
It is the same as every sneakersthe song. A girl gets dumped on
would not point out specific
ities. She does not have incredible
wearing· tomboy 'tween that has
Valentine's Day for .s omeone pretti·
instances of cursing in music, but it
range, but she has potential.
come out within the past few years,
er? Perfect country song.
seems necessary in this situation.
With a little work, Osment could
but with the added bonus of auto·
.., gave you my heart in a sweet
make the transformation from Distunc.
love letter, but you gave it right
After all. it shows how much
ney princess to pop· rock goddess.
.. 1 like to bite my n:~ils and pia)'
back, said '1 like her better,'" she
Osment wants to break from the
goody two-shoes image which
She may never sell as many records
the air guitar," she sings, almost
sings.
comes with the Mouse territory.
as Cyrus, but on the bright side, she
growling into the microphone.
If Osment were to continue down
Her talent, however, should be
already has more talent than Musso.
Later she talks about h'ow she likes
the pseudo-country-pop like Taylor
enough to one day separate her
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
walking in the rain and calling peoSwift, she, too, has the potential to
murraystate.edu.
from the other puppets. "Found Out
pie at 3 a.m.
upset Kanye West.
About You" is beautiful and heartThe lyrics are generic and the
Instead, Osment sings what
breaking; Osment plays the role of
song seems to lose focus. but it is
sounds like a Bowling Fur Soup bvictim quite well.
catchy.
side. In "1 Hate The Homecoming
"T ell me when you touch her is it
As a first single, however, it just
Queen," Osment mocks the skinny,
really love or just another fantasy?"
pretty, blonde popular people.
causes deja vu. Too many artists
she asks. The lyrics are surprisingly
have done it before. It does not set
If someone could hand this Disher apart from Lovato or Cyrus, nor
ney actress a mirror, that would be
mature.
"You Are The Only One"
docs it accurately describe the rest
helpfuL
minds me of an old KeHy Glai"k··............·---~-~~-.......,-~,........,oL.-~~~<~-.~
of her album.
--·~·~~~!-,·- Nevertheless , I like the fire she
In fact, "Average Girl" sounds as
puts into it. She docs not hide her
son song. Noth ing unique, but just
One note: Only if you're bored
catchy enough to stay with you
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
if it were pulled straight from the
hatred for the homecoming queen.
Instead, she accepts the fact that
until the next earworm comes
Three notes: Buy it on iTunes
'faylor Swift jOOngbQ.ok.
The twang in Osment'S voice
'the girl probably hates her, too.
along.
Four notes: A future clas:;ic
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Keeping in touch

.·

Monday
nigh t's • •
episode o f "Castle"
reminded me of one of
the many reasons why
I love television.
Castle,
Richard
played by Nathan "Fil·
lion, exits his room in
a space cowboy cos~
tume, identical to one
Charlotte Fillion wore on the 1
Kyle
short-lived
series ,
Featw'eS Editor "Firefly" (and the ,
movie "Serenity").
"You wore that same costume five •
years ago," his daughter says. "Don't you .
think it's time to move on?"
1 am a Jirm believer it's never time to
move on. Nothing amuses me more than
hearing one of my favorite actors reference a past role.
•
For fans of the actor, it's a little insicJe ,

:

~~~

One of my favorite moments of 'Actor
Allusions,' as they are referred to on the
highly addictive tvtropes.org, came on
"Home Improvement." Randy (Jonathan , ·,
Taylor Thomas) answers the door on · . .
Halloween only to be greeted by a Buzz . , .
Ughtyear and Simba. He handed extra
candy, of course, to the "cute little lion."
It seems silly to explain the allusion,. •
but for the two people who don't under- · •
stand it: T h omas did the voice for young
Simba in "The Lion King," while co-star
Tim Allen played the space ranger in
"Toy Story."
In fact, Allen has dropped many "To
infinity and beyond" lines of dialogue
into projects, including "Home Improve-'
meot" and "The Shaggy Dog,"
The problem with these allusions:·
however, is occasionally the references' '
last too long. Little gags inserted for a
brief laugh are fine, but when shows take '
it overboard, it can get trite.
'•
"The Suite Life ofZack and Cody" fea~ • ' •
tured an episode in which the characters
participated in a play version of " High'
School Musical." Ashley Tisdale's character, Maddie, auditioned :for the. role. of
Sharpay, the same role T isdale played in
"HSM" franchise. T hey had to mention
this, of course.
The first reference was worth a giggle.
Maddie tells everyone that she looks
exactly like Sharpay. Then they kept
making the same joke and they lost me.
Sometimes the references just go over
viewers' heads. Attempts to be clever are
lost on an audience who did not know
about the role in the first place.
''Greek," which featured multiple hilarious "Ferris Bueller" references when
Alan Ruck appeared on an episode, and
tried an actor allusion with Jessica Rose.
Rose's character. Jen K., discusses her
roommate who spends all day at the
computer. "It's like living with LonelygirllS."
Rose portrayed this character in a
series of YouTube videos.
Maybe actor allusions arc best when
used in moderation. No matter what,
though. I'll love "Castle" for using it to
bring Captain Tightpants back to my
screen.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.

PRiifSUDbi<iho~

The SuCJOku Sovr ~
.,. of •The ...~'urmv ~ 1'e New~·
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